SUCCESS (Noun): the accomplishment of an aim or purpose.
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Top 10 Tips for SUCCESS in…..



Build up a keyword glossary as you go through the course.



Bring a calculator to all lessons



Refer to the scenario in your answers



Use connectives to explain answers fully



Read about business successes and failures outside of lesson



Show your calculations in your answers



Always evaluate using "it depends on" and the "largest factor
is"



Plan your essay answer before you write it



Highlight the key parts of the scenario



Use flash cards to learn key phrases and formulas

Top 10 Tips for SUCCESS in…..



Build up a keyword glossary as you go through the course.



Decompose (break down) tasks until they are small
enough to solve



Compose larger programs from smaller already solved
tasks



Name your variables and functions meaningfully



Learn to read your error messages



Program at every opportunity



Remember sequence, selection and iteration



Analyse tasks carefully, know what you need to do



Believe in yourself, nobody’s code works first time



Practice past paper questions

Top 10 Tips for SUCCESS in…..



Get an overview of the whole course so you understand the structure and
types of learning you will experience



Be proactive in your learning



Revise for your unit 1 exam using the content you have learnt



Relate what you learn in class to the world around you



Practise retired tests so you get a feel for the type of questions you may
face



Stuck to deadlines in class



Use flash cards to revise key terms and test yourself on these



Read the questions carefully and answer them in detail



Don't leave your work until the last minute, this will improve the quality



Keep a good record of what you use throughout your units of work

Top 10 Tips for SUCCESS in…..

 Stick to deadlines in class.
 Save your work accurately on your profile or USB stick and make a backup.
 Work regularly outside of lesson.
 Don’t leave your work to the last minute, this will improve the quality.
 Keep a good record of the websites you use throughout your units of work.
 Listen carefully to feedback from your teacher.
 Practise your finance so you are well prepared for the exam.
 Show your workings in any answers that require a maths based solution.
 Take part in any work experience that will help you develop good
business skills.
 Revise your key financial documents that you will need to analyse in
the exam.
 Build up a list of key terms to use in your exam and coursework

Top 10 Tips for SUCCESS in…..

 Ensure you are participating in high level sport outside school.
 Buy a revision guide if not already purchased in Year 10.

 Learn key specialist terminology and definitions.
 Get used to applying theories to sporting situations.
 Take leadership opportunities where possible.
 Read current sporting literature and take an interest in sporting

events.
 Practise observation and analysis of sporting performance.
 Maintain high fitness levels.
 Gain knowledge of principles of training.
 Ensure your working folder is well organised and presented

clearly.

Top 10 Tips for SUCCESS in…..

 Organise your work clearly and always complete written tasks.
 Start revision early; do a timetable and break your units down into

manageable chunks. Spaced learning is most effective.
 Read the question carefully and plan your answer.
 Practise exam questions and exam technique using writing frames and

mark schemes.
 Act on marked feedback; it’s there to help you to make progress.
 Make effective use of revision and classroom resources.
 Show off your knowledge by using key terms accurately.
 Point - Evidence - Terms - Assess/Analyse - Link (PETAL) in written answers.

 Reflect wider reading and understanding in your answers.
 Don’t forget SPAG.

Top 10 Tips for SUCCESS in…..

 Start revision early; do a timetable and break your units down into

manageable chunks. Make sure you have caught up any bits of
missed work.
 Read the question carefully and plan your answer.
 Practise exam questions and technique.
 Vary your revision method (spider diagrams, cue cards, watch

good old Tony).
 Show off your knowledge by using key terms (e.g. Lebensraum,

autarky).
 Learn that knowledge! Your understanding must be secure.
 Link your knowledge/points to the question being asked.

 Explain, explain, explain. Why? Because you have to.
 Don’t forget SPAG.
 Around the subject: GCSE POD, GCSE Bitesize, visit places. Enjoy it.

Top 10 Tips for SUCCESS in…..



Bring equipment to ALL lessons and exams.



Show your workings.



Always write the units on your answers.



Read the questions carefully and underline key words.



Always check your answers.



Make sure you complete regular practice of problems
throughout the year.



Don’t expect to understand a new topic after one example
problem from your teacher. Maths takes practice.



Get a good scientific calculator and learn how to use it.



Learn your times tables and related division facts.



Make EVERY lesson count.

Top 10 Tips for SUCCESS in…..
 Use DuoLingo, Memrise and Quizlet to help you learn vocabulary regularly.
 Grammar knowledge and awareness: BBC Bitesize has concise tips for all GCSE grammar points—just choose the AQA exam specification for your language.
 Look out for cognates—words that are the same or similar between French/German/
Spanish words and English words.
 Watch YouTube videos—there are lots of videos related to grammar that will help if you
need a boost at home.
 Written assessment: you are rewarded for relevant, detailed and interesting responses.
Good planning will ensure that your work contains such responses.

 Writing and speaking: you are rewarded for complex expressions, so make sure that
you have a range of these.

 Speaking skills: try to use Voki.com to help your pronunciation improve.
 Don’t leave your revision guide to gather dust - you need to be familiar with how to use
it, including the audio files.
 Buy a decent GCSE grammar book to use at home—see your MFL teacher for which
one to buy.
 Revision means “to see again” - a little, often and regularly, is the key to success when
you learn a language. Revisit key grammar points often—like the past tense.

Top 10 Tips for SUCCESS in…..

 Organise your work clearly and always complete written tasks.
 Start revision early; do a timetable and break your units down into

manageable chunks.
 Read the question carefully.
 Plan your answer.
 Practise exam questions and exam technique using writing frames and

the 9-1 Skills and Criteria Sheet.
 Use a range of revision methods

(spider diagrams, cue cards, opinion lines).

 Show off your knowledge by using key terms accurately

(e.g. omnibenevolent,

euthanasia).

 Link your knowledge/points to the question being asked.

 Support your points with the use of examples and religious texts. This is

crucial in questions 4 and 5.
 Don’t forget SPAG.

Top 10 Tips for SUCCESS in…..

Read little and often: reading books, magazines or newspapers (even online) for around 20-30 minutes a day has a
huge impact on writing and reading skills.
Challenge your reading by moving beyond your comfort zone. Read The Times or Guardian websites rather than
the Mail or Mirror.
Turn texts into exams – using a past or sample paper for guidance, turn any fiction or non-fiction text into an exam
paper by designing questions/tasks that are the same as on the real exam paper.
Read non-fiction: reading some Paul Theroux, Bill Bryson or Ralph Fiennes will prepare you for Paper 2.
Revise techniques such as metaphor, simile, personifications, adverbs, adjectives. Don’t be satisfied with not knowing what these are – memorise their definitions!
Practice summarising texts: you can do this with any text – rewrite it in a shorter form, in your own words.
Look up unfamiliar words when reading: don’t just scoot past them, hoping to pick up the meaning. Look the words
up and learn them.
Practice your writing at all times. Write descriptive paragraphs of things you see, experimenting with interesting
similes and metaphors.
Ask to get work marked by your teacher – they will be happy to run their eye over anything extra that you do, so
long as you ask nicely.
Spend time on all of this. You need to be revising all of your subjects, all of the time. You won’t have much free
time between now and June; do not feel like you can get away with the bare minimum – you’ll regret this later.

Top 10 Tips for SUCCESS in…..
Re-read the texts. This is the most fundamental thing. Ideally, you should have read A Christmas Carol and Macbeth at least 4 times by the time you sit the exam.
Re-read mark schemes and model essays to ensure that you understand what is required for a top answer. Your
teacher has provided you with model responses and the mark schemes – being clear about the success criteria
is really important.
Memorise key quotations. This is vital as the Literature exams are closed book. Use post-it notes with quotations on them – stick them around your room, on the fridge, around your TV etc.
Write practice essays and paragraphs. Self-assess your work using the mark schemes. The questions asked in the
exam are very similar and follow a set pattern, so it is easy to set yourself exam questions at any point.
Read a variety of poetry, using the anthologies that will be handed out. This will help you tackle the ‘unseen’ poem
in Paper 2.
Research the social and historical context of A Christmas Carol and Macbeth. Try to develop your understanding of
these time periods so you can use this knowledge in your responses.
Make sure you practice analysis – you need to focus on analysing what the writer is trying to achieve with their language use, and what the effect on the reader is. Explode quotes in your own time. This is key to getting marks.
Make sure you can do more than just ‘tell the story’! You need to know the story inside out, but don’t just re-tell it
to the examiner, as this is worth no marks. You have to answer the question and analyse the text.
Make use of resources online and on the student area. Look for revision material on sites such as: BBC Bitesize,
YouTube, Twitter and Sparknotes. You can also find useful resources on the student area and SMHW.
If you can, purchase your own copy of each text and the revision guides.

Top 10 Tips for SUCCESS in…..

Top 10 Tips for SUCCESS in…..

Top 10 Tips for SUCCESS in…..



Manage your time effectively with short, medium, and long term
goals.



Organisation – ensure camera/ photos are brought to each relevant
lesson.



Be independent – take photos & gather ideas outside of school.



Remember to show off your workings out…there are no ‘failures’.



Research – regularly look at examples of visual work in person/ internet/
library.



Read around the subject – use school books/ library/ websites.



Plan for quality final pieces – present your work in the best possible way.



Don’t forget the basics – e.g. ensure contact sheets are edited.



Respond to feedback quickly and in a positive, constructive way.



Take pride in your work and be consistent in presentation.

Top 10 Tips for SUCCESS in…..
Vocational Course in Hospitality and Catering


Be well prepared for each lesson including ingredients on a weekly basis.



Practise higher level practical skills in preparation for your controlled assessment.



Regularly evaluate your work as this is a key component for the controlled
assessment.



Keep notes up to date and read through to ensure a complete understanding at the
end of the lesson.



Create cue cards to support your revision and completion of Unit 2 60% of the final
mark .



Keep on top of homework, this will help you identify areas of development to ensure
you meet your target grade or more.



Use the opportunity to practice examination questions and exam board exemplars of
the coursework to help familiarise yourself with the format.



Read through questions carefully, taking note of what the question is asking you to do



Make sure you are clear on how you need to answer the question eg: describe,
explain, evaluate.



Provide examples when answering questions to help illustrate your understanding of
the question.

Top 10 Tips for SUCCESS in…..

Devising Paper—40% - Component One
1.

Make a note of all your ideas in your notebook—then you will have an excellent set of notes to base your 6 portfolio
questions on.

2.

Use the sample answers to help you write your own portfolio—lost some? Then pick up some more from Mrs Young or
look on One Note.

3.

Watch as many devised performances as you can on YouTube—you can use these ideas in your own work.

Performing a Text—20%- Component Two
4.

Read the whole play not just the extract—it always shows in the final performance and notes to the examiner

5.

Learn the lines early—you get marks for your gestures and body language not holding the script!

An Inspector Calls and Jane Eyre—40% - Component Three
6.

Make sure you continue to read the set text ‘”An Inspector Calls” over the next few months so that it is always fresh in
your mind. Alternatively watch the stage performance on YouTube or listen to the audio version.

7.

Each week have a different performance/production element as a key focus to revise.

8.

Watch the National Theatre Performance of “Jane Eyre” several times and complete notes about the play using the
booklet available on OneNote.

9.

Complete practice papers and questions to identify your gaps. You can then base your revision on this. (Mrs Young has
these in the Drama Studio so please grab some!)

10.

Learn lots of drama vocabulary and lots of effective adjectives so you have these ready to apply to the exam questions.

Top 10 Tips for SUCCESS in…..



Listen to the set works over and over and over and over…..



Listen to as much wider music as possible within the four areas of study



Listen to the set works and follow along with your notes on the score (the music), and analysis



Learn the key facts about each of the pieces:



Instrument(s) – What instruments are there? How many of each? Solo instrument?

Time Signature(s) – 4/4, 3/4?
Key(s) – G major, D major?
Tempo(s) – Allegro, Free, Moderato, Adagio?
Texture(s) – Homophonic, Polyphonic?
Musical style – Classical, Popular?


Practise writing out essay questions on film music, including general information on stereotypical film music techniques…

Top 10 Tips for SUCCESS in…..


Organisation: The work is mostly coursework based and is very labour-intensive so it is
important to manage your time well and meet the interim deadlines.



Equipment: If you haven’t already done so, invest in an art kit to enable you to work
at home easily.



Presentation: Take pride in the presentation of your work. It is more important in this
subject than any other.



Galleries: Visit galleries in your own time and record your experiences in your work or
in a separate journal.



Extra-curricular: Use the art rooms at lunch and after-school to allow you access to
resources and support.



AO1: Refer to the success criteria for artist research to ensure you get good marks for
this component.



AO2: Take risks and experiment. This will earn you more marks for this component.



AO3: Ensure you take good quality photos for your primary source elements of your
projects.



AO4: Ensure you respond to your research with original ideas.

